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“She looks
100 percent
Botoxed.”
— Dr. Tabasum Mir
cles,” notes Dr. Tabasum Mir,
adding that the injectable has
also seemingly evened out the
loss of volume in her face after
Snooki shed 40 pounds. The
dermatologist, who does not
treat Snooki, believes lasers
have smoothed out premature
lines and dark spots. And plastic surgeon Dr. John Zannis
(also not her doc) thinks additional laser work could’ve been
done to correct the oversize
pores on her cheeks. So is the
always candid Jersey girl overdoing it? “I’m in my prime right
now,” asserts the star. “I want to
be as hot as I can!”
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now
forehead

“Botox is making
her forehead heavier
and pushing her brows
down,” believes Dr.
Tabasum Mir. Three areas
were likely injected,
at a total cost of
$1.5K.

nose

Dr. Shain Cuber,
a plastic surgeon
who does not treat the
reality star, says a probable
nose job has “narrowed
her bridge and made the
tip less rounded.” Price
tag for rhinoplasty:
$10K.

cheeks

Filler has
seemingly lifted
Snooki’s cheeks to give
her face a less rounded
shape, says Dr. Cuber.
Expect to pay about
$3K annually for
similar results.

lips

Snooki recently
bragged about surgically
pumping her chest up to a
size C with breast implants —
but that’s not the only body part
that looks fuller. Dr. Mir believes
she has plumped her lips, too.
Injections of Restylane or
Juvéderm run $800 and
up per syringe.
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one are the days of
tanning and getting tipsy for Jersey
Shore alum Nicole “Snooki” Polizzi — she’s now a
suburban mom of two. And
to complete her transformation, the 28-year-old is
turning to nip-tuck pros to
help erase the physical effects of all that boozing in
the sun, including enlarged
pores, wrinkles and dehydrated skin. While the reality star recently Snapchatted
a trip to her doctor’s office
for Botox and lip injections,
Life & Style’s experts also
see evidence of facial fillers
and laser treatments. “She’s
likely using filler under her
eyes to eliminate dark cir-
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